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THE ULTIMATE BEATLES PRICE GUIDE TO PLEASE PLEASE YOU! When the Beatles landed

on American soil in 1964, Beatlemania quickly swept across the nation. In the wake of this dazzling

phenomenon--decades later--records, album covers, and countless other memorabilia have

become hot commodities. Now devoted fans and serious collectors have an invaluable sourcebook

to take them on a magical mystery tour back to an extraordinary time that will forever appreciate in

value, both real and emotional.[ ] COMPREHENSIVE. The Official Price Guide to The Beatles:

Records and Memorabilia has it all, including CD and record listings (the singles, EPs, LPs, various

artist compilations), bubble gum cards, lunch boxes, key chains, movie posters, toys, underwear,

and much more![ ] WRITTEN BY EXPERTS. Perry Cox is recognized as the leading authority on

Beatles record collecting and he has coauthored five different books on the subject since 1981. In

addition, he is one of the world's top dealers in Beatles collectibles. Joe Lindsay is the author of The

Record Label Guide, Picture Discs of the World Price Guide, and other Beatles price guides and

has been a dealer of rock and roll memorabilia for more than two decades.[ ] SPECIAL FEATURES.

Invaluable information on pricing and grading records and memorabilia. What to expect when selling

your records to a dealer.[ ] BUYERS-SELLERS DIRECTORY. Want to find an out-of-print record or

sell a particular classic? Here are the addresses and phone numbers of the people to contact.[ ]

FULLY ILLUSTRATED, including an 8-page color insert.*BUY IT *USE IT *BECOME AN

EXPERTÂ Â v
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Great!

These old Beatles record price guides are long out of print and lack today's print technology and

presentation. For their day, they were indeed very useful. The first issue in 1983 was

groundbreaking for its time, no question. Most of the earlier books were prior to the digital age with

the first being nearly 30 years old now! Later editions of this author's books are far more relevant to

their time too but for sure, these old books are now more collectible in nature than applicable to

today's collecting environment. So don't buy them expecting them to cover all of today's needs. If

anything, buy them as the book collectibles they have become, now being long out of print. It's still

fun to go back and peruse the old books to see what Beatles records were worth back then and

note how much they've gone up since. You can get this author's 2007 edition for the more current



detailed information and fantastic high quality images

Hard to believe its been over 17 years since this great book was published. It was a pioneer in the

process of understanding the details and values of Beatles Records and collectibles. It remains a

valuable tool for context and history regarding the Fab Four's records and memorabilia. My original

copy is tattered from all the use through the years. A fresh copy on the bookshelf sounds like a

great idea to me. Thanks to Perry Cox for all of his research and perspective on collecting the

Beatles.

Perry Cox's Beatles price guides are without peer; Perry is the world expert on US Beatles releases

and after the release of this, the first edition, it can truly be said that Perry "wrote the book" on US

Beatles records. This first edition was an essential boost to Beatles collectors everywhere, and I

used it often--until the next edition was released. If you're a collector the newer editions--especially

the 6th (from 2007) are more up to date--but this is where it all started.

I can't believe I honestly bought this from this loser author.

This price guide covers the Beatles in a clear and informational manner. The prices are very realistic

and helpful. The articles on the major rarities are outstanding. The information on albums such as

"Introducing the Beatles" on Vee Jay Records clear the fog of mystique. Richard Cummings

Post-Age Collectibles Seattl

If you want to learn anything about Beatles records, you are much better of getting copies of Bruce

Spizers books,and tracking prices on Ebay. Forget about this overrated and out of date waste of

money. I wish I found out before I blew a bunch of money on Ebay.
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